YES – TO WAR WUTH FASCISM!
Every day, the Ukrainian Nazis are firing at Donbass from tactical complexes "Tochka-U" (range 120 km) and
have already started firing missiles at the "Tochka-U" complex on the territory of the Rostov region of the
Russian Federation.
On the morning of March 9, Ukrainian fascists fired mortars at the settlement of Panteleimonovka in the
Donetsk Republic.
On March 8, there was a relative lull on the fronts, with the exception of certain sections.
This was due to the fact that the Russian Federation, in order to effectively conduct a humanitarian operation,
announced a "silence regime" from 10.00 and was ready to open and provide humanitarian corridors for the
population to exit from: Kiev, Chernihiv, Sumy, Kharkiv, Mariupol.
In fact, only one corridor worked, in Sumy. Foreign students and citizens were taken out of Sumy by buses
towards Poltava. 576 - citizens of India, 115 - China, 20 Jordan, 12 - Tunisia (total -723 people). This happened
after the pressure of diplomats and publicized in the media and social networks. networks accusing the
Ukrainian side of inaction and sabotage of the evacuation of citizens, organized by foreign students. The
residents of Sumy themselves, as well as from other cities, were not released by the Ukrainian authorities, citing
various pretexts.
On the night of March 6-7, the Ukrainian Nazis shot a bus with refugees who were trying to leave Kharkiv approx.30 residents, including 7 children.
In Mariupol, the Ukrainian Nazis set a tariff of 7000 gryvna (approx. 20 thousand rubles) for residents who
want to leave the city.( In Zaporozhye , the exit cost is 1000 gryvna (approx. 3000 rubles)).
In Mariupol, the fascists of the Ukrainian “Azov” battalion blew up a residential building on Meotidy
Boulevard.
Data of radio interception of negotiations between Ukrainian Nazis:
- Residents are fleeing.
- Stop it. Otherwise we will be bombed.
- How??
- Shoot off their legs if you want to stay alive.
The Ukrainian media lie that Russian troops are robbing and killing civilians. women are being raped.
American, English, French, German cretins believe. As always.
***
16.2.2022 I wrote: “Ukrainian fascists are constantly shelling peaceful towns and villages of the republics,
children, women, and the elderly are dying. The OSCE does not want to notice this.
The United States and Great Britain are supplying Ukraine with more and more offensive weapons. Washington
invented Russia's attack on Ukraine. A bloody provocation may follow from the Ukrainian fascists.
18.2.2022 Ukrainian fascists, supported by American fascists, began shelling the city of Gorlovka and the
suburbs of Donetsk. Peaceful quarters of the villages of Trudovsky, Alexandrovka and Luganskky and even the
Kuibyshev district of Donetsk are under fire from Ukrainian artillery. Since early morning, the Ukrainian
occupiers have been firing intensively almost along the entire front line in the Donbass.
The defenders of the Donetsk People's Republic are forced to return fire on the armed forces of Ukraine.
Ukrainian fascists are suffering heavy losses.
Fascist America applauded.
22.2.2022 I wrote: “Ukrainian troops without any provocation began intensive shelling of residential areas of
cities and villages of Donbass and the Luhansk Republic, civilians are dying/
German Chancellor Scholz told the children about murderer Putin and thanked Zelensky for his willingness to
implement the Minsk agreements.

In fact, both Poroshenko and Zelensky have repeatedly stressed that they are not going to implement the Minsk
agreements. Doesn’t surely Scholz know? He knows, he knows! It's just that he considers his Germans to be
idiots like himself.
Ukraine attacked Donbass, and German Foreign Minister Annalena Berbeck blamed Russia for the tension in
Europe.
Who is killing the residents of Donbass? Ukrainian fascists. Whose refugees are in Russia now, tens of
thousands already? These are refugees from the Donetsk and Lugansk republics. No one is fleeing Ukraine,
there are no refugees.
Residents of Donbass and the Luhansk Republic are fleeing from artillery shelling, and the US State
Department has declared this flight "forced"! The State Department called the flight from the Ukrainian artillery
a "cynical use of people"!
And the world believes.
Why does the world believe a dirty smelly American bourgeois?
Lenin taught: "You cannot believe a single word of the bourgeoisie." But lefts devoutly believe in the bourgeois
media.
Trotskyists and anarchists are identical to Russian bourgeois liberals, who pour slops on Russia for good money
from Washington.
When will the left stop serving the US?
***
Great Britain, France - as always, as in 1938, supported Hitler – Bandera, who served Hitler, now is hero of
Ukraine. Of course, the Germans are on the side of the Ukrainian fascists. The United States also really, really
doesn't like it when Russia kills Ukrainian fascists. The International Olympic Committee also supported the
Ukrainian fascists - it suspended Russian disabled people from the Paralympic Games in Beijing. The Jew
Zuckerberg likes Ukrainian fascists very much, he forgot Babi Yar and disconnected Russian users from the
Facebook network. How dare this aggressive totalitarian autocratic Russia attack the European, democratic
fascist Ukraine?!
The EU wants to fight Russia to the last Ukrainian. Speaking before the House of Representatives and the
Senate of the US Congress with the annual State of the Union address, Biden called Ukrainians Iranians.
President Biden announced that the United States would not fight for Ukraine, and promised to punish the
Russian oligarchs, which pleased the Russian people.
All these bastards would like Ukrainian animals to continue their artillery shelling of peaceful neighborhoods of
cities and villages and kill children in the Donbas.
You will laugh, you will just piss yourself with laughter: it turns out that the French did not know that Ukraine
bombed Donbass for 8 years!
https://youtu.be/1wS3EGcsDgU
or here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wS3EGcsDgU
Ukrainians with their artillery shelling killed hundreds of Donbass children.
"Come to your senses, Russians!" – Ukrainians scream.
Why for 8 years, while the APU was killing LDPR civilians, they did not scream: "Ukrainians, come to your
senses!"
"Your blitzkrieg failed!" - Ukrainians write. Allegedly, Putin promised to conquer Ukraine in 2 days.
NATO bombed Belgrade for 70 days, including the peaceful infrastructure.
US troops marched to Baghdad through the deserted desert for two weeks.
And Putin did not talk about any two days. Ukrainians do not know school arithmetic: it is possible to
overcome 350-700 km from different sides at the maximum speed of armored vehicles for several hours only in
a straight line and without any resistance.
Ukraine produces fakes in the same way as the UK and others previously produced fakes about ethnic cleansing
in Kosovo.
Ukraine is calling the United States, allegedly Russian troops are firing at the Zaporozhye NPP from tanks to
cause a Chernobyl-type disaster. Some Ukrainians write on the Internet that the Zaporozhye NPP is being
shelled with ballistic (!!!) rockets.

The European and American media did not say a word about the child in Donetsk, who was wounded by
Ukrainian gunners on March 4. In the city of Volnovakha, Ukrainian Nazis fired on a bus, all Western media
give it out for the actions of the Russian army.
The whole world is against the USA: China, India, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Venezuela, Cuba. Nicaragua,
Iran, Myanmar, South Africa, UAE, Egypt, CAR, Sudan, Syria and even Turkey, Georgia, Azerbaijan and
Moldova did not support sanctions against Russia, in Europe – Serbia. Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Belarus, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan support the actions of the Russian army.
The UN General Assembly, subordinate to the United States, demanded that Russia stop the operation in
Ukraine. Kiss my ass, European and American freaks!
***
The labor movement in Ukraine is suppressed by fascism. Any Ukrainian who opposes the Ukrainian
bourgeoisie is immediately declared an agent of Putin, arrested and tortured.
The leftist organizations of the world, as always, actually serve Washington. Rattling the "class struggle",
which neither in Russia nor in Ukraine is in sight, hiding behind Marxist terminology, protests against NATO
and against sanctions against the Russian Federation, they mainly advocate ending the war with Ukrainian
fascism. One of UNAC's slogans is: "No war!"
Lenin taught that the dictatorship of the proletariat is not only and not so much destruction, violence against the
exploiting class, as the ability of the working class to take over the entire economy of the country.
Is the working class in any country in the world capable of taking over the entire economy of the country? Of
course not, he has no higher education for this. The Communist parties of the whole world have nothing to do
with the working class, and they are simply illiterate, therefore they are also unable to manage the economy.
Nevertheless, one of the Italian Communist parties (the Internationalist Communists) writes: "Capitalism is
war. To stop it, the working class must destroy capitalism."
On the other hand, Lenin teaches illiterate Italian "communists": wars between capitalist countries can be just
and unfair. Today Russia is waging a just war against Ukrainian fascism.
That is, Italian internationalists are engaged in demagoguery, deceiving workers.
Italian "communists" do not want to notice fascism in Ukraine. "Ukrainian nationalism is just a mask of
Western imperialism," the Italian "communists" write. They pretend that there is no oppression of Russians in
Ukraine, that there is nothing special about fascism.
This is obvious demagoguery: the Italian "communists" thereby neutralize, obscure the fact of fascism in
Ukraine.
Italians even write: "War to war!" They want soldiers at the front to fraternize. Due to their illiteracy, they
identify the era of the 1st World War and the present day. They don't understand that Ukrainian fascists are not
going to become brothers to Russian soldiers. Italians do not understand that there is NO ONE to declare war
on war - just like in 1941.
The Italians are lying to the world: there can be no "brotherhood of soldiers" in reality.
The Italian "communists" have brought to light the moldy Trotskyist stamp of 2014, equating the world's main
imperialist, the United States, and Russia, whose GDP and military potential are ten times smaller than that of
the United States, not to mention NATO. We read:
"The war is going on between imperial fronts," the "communists" write, "between unions of states, not between
nations… Freedom is only an excuse to throw the working class into the millstones of war..."
All these are ridiculous fantasies of Italian "communists".
Firstly, the Russian army is fighting, but not the workers. Secondly, yesterday, before the start of the special
operation, Russian workers supplied Ukraine with Grad multiple launch rocket systems (Perm), diesel engines

for tanks (Yaroslavl), fuel for armored vehicles (Lukoil), spare parts for military aviation, military trucks
(KAMAZ), etc.
Thirdly: the war between the "imperial fronts" is so fierce that the Russian bourgeoisie (from Putin's inner
circle!) It continues to finance the Ukrainian army by pumping Russian gas through the territory of Ukraine,
Russia has not stopped supplying fuel for nuclear power plants to Ukraine, and Belarus has not stopped
supplying diesel fuel to the Ukrainian army.
The Italians do not have information, they are only able to whistle about nothing.
Thus, advocating an immediate end to the war, the Italian internationalist communists advocate the continuation
of the killings of civilians of Donbass by Ukrainian fascists.
Italian "communists" are concerned that "the bourgeois police in Russia are arresting and repressing opponents
of the war." But who are these opponents of war? These are dirty bourgeois liberals sold to Washington, always
obsequiously pursuing Washington's policy in Russia. Italian "communists" and dirty pro-American bourgeois
liberals are united.
And American Workers party (WWP), and American Green party stand on their idiotic ground.
The UN General Assembly, subordinate to the main world imperialism, the United States, called on Russia to
immediately stop military actions. Italian "communists" support the UN General Assembly. Biden applauds the
Italian "communists".
About those, who – suddenly! – began to cry “peace immediately”.
Where were those who call for peace for 8 years while the Ukrainian fascists bombed Donbass with impunity?
Why didn't t those who call for peace call for peace? Where were those who call for peace when the US
bombed Belgrade kindergartens with depleted uranium shells? Where were those who call for peace when the
United States destroyed the civilian population of Iraq, about 0.5 million people? Where were those who call
for peace when the US staged a humanitarian disaster in prosperous Libya?
Alina Karpenko (14 years old), Ksenia Novak (16 years old), Svetlana Grigorieva (16 years old). Gorlovka,
Donbass. 1.10.2019 they did not return home from school. On 6.10.2019, their bodies were found in a forest
belt on the outskirts of Gorlovka. The girls were raped, mutilated and murdered. The girls' bodies were naked
and completely painted with blue and yellow paint in the colors of the Ukrainian flag.
Where were those who call for peace?!
American believe that Putin poisoned the Skripals and Navalny (Russian chauvinists rejoice - the US is doing
everything to strengthen Putin).
They believe that Russia shot down the Boeing.
They believe in the September 11 terrorist attack.
They believe in a terrorist attack in Boston.
They believe in ethnic cleansing in Kosovo and in the tragedy in Srebrenica (even the fool Noam Chomsky
believes in it).
They believe that Russia has attacked Georgia. They don't even want to hear that first Georgian troops attacked
South Ossetia, killed Russian peacekeepers and started killing children, women, and the elderly.
They believe that the population of Crimea voted for reunification with Russia at menace of Russian gunpoint.
They believe in doping among Russian sportsmen.
They believe that Gaddafi and Assad staged totalitarianism in their countries.
They believe in LGBT, feminism, BLM, the environmental movement (“Green Peace” etc.), feminists
movement and trade unions, such as AFL-CIO, while they are all bought by the bourgeoisie with giblets.
They believe that Russia interfered in the American elections.
Until recently, it was believed that Trump was serving Moscow and wanted to kill all Americans.
Worst of all – they believe in elections!
Where are those who call for peace?
Do you know that Ukraine consistently opposed the preservation of India's territorial integrity for 20 years?

Today, the United States is trying to provoke China's attack on Taiwan, the Taiwanese authorities are kissing
American officials, and ordinary residents of Taiwan at rallies demand that the United States leave them alone this is an island, there is a sea around, there is no Poland to escape there.
The Chinese Embassy in Russia recalled the numerous acts of US aggression against dozens of countries,
urging "not to forget who poses a real threat to the world." A publication appeared on the embassy's Twitter
page with a list of states that were bombed by the United States after World War II:
1950-1953: Korea and China, 1954 – Guatemala, 1958 – Indonesia, 1959-1961 – Cuba, 1960 – Guatemala,
1964 – Congo, 1961-1973 – Vietnam, 1964-1973 – Laos, 1967-1969 – Guatemala, 1969-1970 – Cambodia,
1983 – Grenada, 1983, 1984 – Lebanon, 1986 – Libya, 1980s - El Salvador, 1980s – Nicaragua, 1987 - Iran,
1989 – Panama, 1991 – Iraq, 1993 – Somalia, 1994, 1995 – Bosnia, 1998 – Sudan, 1998 – Afghanistan, 1999 –
Yugoslavia, 2002 – Yemen, 2003 – Iraq, 2015 – Iraq, 2001-2015 – Afghanistan, 2007-2015 – Pakistan, 20072008, 2011 – Somalia, 2009, 2011 – Yemen, 2011, 2015 - Libya, 2014-2015 – Syria.
During the 2 months of the occupation of North Korea, the Americans executed 1 million civilians with torture,
Himmler is resting. In Vietnam, the Americans conducted medical experiments on prisoners a la Mengele. In
Iraq, the Americans killed 0.5 million civilians. In Yugoslavia, the Americans used depleted uranium shells.
The Americans bombed kindergartens in Belgrade, used chemical weapons in Vietnam, killed Indians in
Wounded Knee, shot 50-100 people during the suppression of the uprising in Los Angeles in 1992, 11 thousand
people were arrested, about 500 people. they received from 25 years to life imprisonment.
Where were those who call for peace?
Many Trotskyist groups were against bombardment of Yugoslavia. Thee wrote resolutions!
But BEFORE it all of them support Washington against Miloshevitch, they lied about ethnic cleansing in
Kosovo etc. So they cleaned road for NATO in mass conscience. So it is Trotskyist hypocrisy.
And then lefts were against bombardments of Iraq, Libya etc. But BEFORE... Who wrote me nonsense about
proletarian revolutions in Tunis, Egypt, Libya? Latin America lefts.
As for demand of peace in 8 years, when Ukrainian fascists bombarded Donbass - we in Russia don't know that
WWP were opposed Ukrainian fascism! WWP didn't tell Americans about 8 years.
As for peace today. WWP want Ukrainian fascists to follow bombardments of Donbass, WWP want to
conserve Ukrainian fascism.
***
The Central Bank of the Russian Federation has banned the withdrawal of dividends abroad, as well as the
payment of interest on securities to foreign jurisdictions. The Central Bank also froze the deposits of nonresidents on our stock market. The Kremlin has also imposed a ban on the withdrawal of profits to offshore
companies.
Russian Sberbank has withdrawn from the European market.
4.3.2022 Prime Minister Mishustin instructed the Ministry of Finance to carry out a massive purchase of shares
of those Russian companies that support fascism in Ukraine at the expense of the federal budget. The total
amount is over $10 billion.
Roscosmos has stopped cooperation with the EU in space.
In response to the termination of the work of foreign airlines by Russia, the Kremlin closed the airspace of the
Russian Federation for them, which provoked a collapse in the shares of Western air carriers: individual
companies lost up to 32% of their value on the stock exchange.
Nord Stream-1 and the pumping of Russian gas through Ukraine in Europe will soon be stopped.
Goodbye, the civilized democratic fascist world!
Boris Ikhlov, secretary of executive committee of Russia’ Marxist political union “Worker”, 5.3.2022

PS. Some English (or American) fool, Robin Cox, was unable to master my text and therefore did not come up
with a greater stupidity than to accuse me of nationalism. He, with his zero education and chicken brains, still
decided to teach me down! He did not accuse Ukrainians of fascism, who consider themselves a superior race.
He did not accuse Americans of fascism who consider themselves a superior race, he accused me, who opposes
American and Ukrainian fascism! In fact, this Englishman proved that he, like the whole of Great Britain, is a
corrupt cattle licking Biden's ass.
Robin Cox is not Marxist. He is not communist. He is not internationalist. He is anticommunist. He is Nazi.
They suggest that Russian soldiers fraternize with Nazi soldiers. And after that they call me a nationalist!
There are no thoughts in the minds of foreign leftists. The heads of foreign leftists are filled with empty cliches,
common phrases that they pass off as Marxism.

